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When four college roommates lose pieces of their lives, the pain isolates and the tension rises.

Emotions are hard to hide and even harder to tackle. How can the girls move forward, when there is

so much pain in letting go? Together, Claire, Kat, Palmer and Hannah learn to lean on God and

each other, and through it all they learn loss is a part of life.
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This is a review for It's Complicated, It's Over, and It's Addicting. I read all three over the course of

two days because I couldn't help myself! Love, love, LOVE this series!!! I'm typically a historical

fiction fan, but a friend recommended this series and I'm so thankful I gave it a try. Smith does an

amazing job bringing her characters to life and tackling serious issues with honesty and grace. What

a talent! You will love these girls. Chances are you've been one (or all four) of them. A must read for

hight school girls, college girls, mom's of girls, or girls who love great books! Can't wait for the next

one!

This book made me cry!!! I did not see the unexpected twist coming, and several times I had a lump

in my throat as I read.This book felt more like Kat's book, but I think that's a good thing, as she

became more of a person than just an athlete. Her drive to fight against grief was met with a better

ending than I expected, so I'm grateful for that!This is a great book for those that loved the first in

the series (It's Complicated), or for anyone who is dealing with the pain of loss. Sometimes reading



how others cope, even fictitious ones, allow some healing in our own hearts.

So sad, so much a part of life: loss. Laura Smith deals with loss in a real way that we can all relate

to. The characters of Kat, Claire, Palmer, and Hannah are filled with traits of people I know. I highly

recommend this book to all as loss is real and comes in many forms.

Laura Smith speaks for the broken. With a voice thatÃ¢Â€Â™s warm and true, Laura gives words to

those rendered speechless by issues that high school and college girls should never have to deal

withÃ¢Â€Â”but so many of them do. In writing thatÃ¢Â€Â™s raw, relevant, and real, Smith goes

where few authors dare to go: straight into the heart of todayÃ¢Â€Â™s young woman.

Tragedy greets Kat when she arrives home from college for fall break. Though her three roomies

band together in support, Kat can barely find the strength to move through the motions of her life.

Claire, still reeling from her own injuries of heart, seems to be the only one who can reach Kat. As

Thanksgiving draws closer, each girl faces a shift in an important relationship, and as Claire

suggested, each attempts to discover something to be thankful for amidst the rubble that remains.

Palmer fields not-so-subtle comments on her waistline from her mother and expertly blocks her

boyfriendÃ¢Â€Â™s attempts for sex. But can she stay pure and stay with Keegan? As in the first

book, the four roommates draw strength from one another, support each other and encourage each

other in faith.Smith carries readers through a rainbow expertly rendered emotions, from happy

holiday celebrations to the deepest of heartache and the purest dawning of hope. Each of the girls

has a distinct voice with a different perspective. This is a great series for the reader looking for some

fun, lighthearted moments and open to the deeper lessons life has to offer.

I couldn't stop reading this book! The four different viewpoints gave this story a lot of personality.

This book was sad, but showed how you can find strength from God in times of struggle and

despair. Great job, Mom!

"It's Over" continues the story of the four girls from "It's Complicated". Its Over again brings as four

stories from four different perspectives and walks of life showing how we can come together and

lean on friends.

I enjoyed the first book in the Status Updates series so much, when I finished It's Complicated, I



began reading It's Over. The personalities of the girls are so fun and interesting. I really enjoyed

diving further into their lives.
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